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Development of a tool for acoustic identification of killer whale
communities in the Pacific Ocean

1. ABSTRACT

The northeastern Pacific Ocean is home to three ecotypes of killer whales: resident,

transient, and offshore. Resident killer whale ecotypes consist of northern and southern

communities. These communities are further organized into pods, which are defined as groups

of matrilines that are regularly observed together. Different killer whale ecotypes, communities

and pods exhibit differences in their behaviors, prey preferences, genetics, and acoustic call

repertoires, which include pulsed calls, whistles, and echolocation clicks. Currently, biologists

who are familiar with the calls produced by each group can use pulsed calls to acoustically

classify killer whales to ecotype, community, or pod. Whistles and clicks may also carry

information that could be used to identify ecotypes, pods or communities, however this has not

yet been investigated. In the work presented here, we used visually validated recordings from

towed hydrophone arrays made in the presence of four killer whale communities (northern and

southern residents, offshores, and west coast transients) that were collected during the Pacific

Orca Distribution Surveys (PODS) conducted by National Oceanic and Atmospheric

Administration (NOAA) Fisheries Northwest Fisheries Science Center (NWFSC). These

surveys occurred along the coasts of Oregon, Washington, and northern California during the

winters of 2006-2009, 2012, 2013, and 2015. Recordings of killer whale encounters were

divided into ‘sub-encounters’ based on the relative abundance of whistles, pulsed calls and

echolocation clicks in the recordings. Pulsed calls, whistles and echolocation clicks were

measured from each sub-encounter in order to compare characteristics among communities.

PAMGuard’s automated click detector module was used to automatically detect echolocation

clicks. Newly developed tools within the Real-time Odontocete Call Classification Algorithm

(ROCCA) module in PAMGuard were used to automatically measure five click parameters:

duration, center frequency, peak frequency, sweep rate, and number of zero crossings. ROCCA

was also used to measure up to 50 variables from whistles and pulsed calls. These measurements

include: frequency (for whistles only), slope and duration variables, as well as other variables

describing the shape of time-frequency contours. These measurements were used to train three

random forest classifiers to classify sounds to community: one for whistles, one for pulsed calls

and one for echolocation clicks. Classifier performance was evaluated using four-fold cross

validation. Overall correct classification scores were 70%, 49% and 42% for whistles, pulsed

calls and echolocation clicks, respectively. Random forest votes for each signal type were then

summed to produce a final classification for each killer whale encounter. Overall, 80% of sub-

encounters were correctly classified using this method. Correct classification scores were

significantly greater than expected by chance (Fisher’s exact test, α = 0.05) for every community 

except transient killer whales (likely due to small sample size). These new classifiers will allow

researchers to more effectively and efficiently identify call types to the ecotype or community

level and will allow researchers to better characterize the occurrence, range and distribution of

killer whales in the northeastern Pacific Ocean.
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2. INTRODUCTION

Three distinct ecotypes of killer whales (residents, offshores, and transients) are

recognized in the northeastern Pacific Ocean (Ford 1989). Within the resident and transient

ecotypes, multiple communities have been identified: northern resident, southern resident,

southern Alaska resident, western Alaska north Pacific resident, west coast transient, and AT1

transient. Southern resident killer whales are listed as endangered under the Endangered Species

Act and as a “strategic” stock under the Marine Mammal Protection Act (Carretta et al. 2010). It

is crucial to understand the movements and occurrence patterns of these animals in order to

create and implement effective conservation strategies. During spring, summer and fall southern

resident killer whales spend a significant amount of time in the inland waterways of the Salish

Sea (Puget Sound, WA and Georgia Basin, BC). They also occur in coastal waters off

Washington, Oregon, and British Columbia and have been encountered as far south as central

California (Krahn et al. 2004). In these areas their range overlaps with northern resident,

transient and offshore killer whale ecotypes. Resident killer whale communities can be further

organized into pods, which consist of groups of matrilines that are regularly observed together

(Ford and Fisher 1983, Ford 1989).

Killer whale ecotypes, communities and pods exhibit differences in their behaviors, prey

preferences, genetics, and acoustic repertoires (Baird 2000). It is well known that resident killer

whales have pod-specific vocal repertoires (also known as dialects) consisting of ‘discrete’

pulsed calls and whistles (Ford 1989, 1991). These distinctive vocal repertoires make it possible

to use passive acoustic methods such as dipping hydrophones, towed hydrophone arrays and

autonomous recorders to monitor the occurrence, distribution patterns, and habitat use of killer

whales. The use of passive acoustic methods has greatly increased knowledge of the distribution

and range of endangered southern resident killer whales. For example, during the 28 years

between 1976 and 2004, there were only 11 documented visual sightings of southern resident

killer whales in U.S. coastal waters (Krahn et al. 2004). In contrast, Hanson et al. (2013)

documented 131 acoustic detections of southern resident killer whales during a five year period

(2006-2011), using autonomous acoustic recorders.

In order to obtain information on killer whale distribution, behavior, and habitat use from

passive acoustic data, it is necessary to identify vocalizations in recordings and classify them to

ecotype, community and, ideally, pod. Communities and pods of resident killer whales can be

identified by experienced biologists based on their pulsed calls. However, these methods are

time, cost, and personnel intensive and require a high level of training and experience. As

passive acoustic monitoring technologies continue to produce greater volumes of data, reducing

the time, effort, and expertise necessary for the classification of killer whale calls is becoming

essential for efficient analysis of these extensive datasets.

The variability in sounds produced by killer whales and most other delphinids makes

them challenging to automatically detect and classify, and much research has been focused on

these tasks in recent years. Early work on delphinid whistle classifiers focused on time-

frequency characteristics measured from spectrograms and used classification algorithms such as
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discriminant-function analysis (DFA) and classification tree analysis (e.g., Steiner 1981, Fristrup

and Watkins 1993, Wang et al. 1995, Matthews et al. 1999, Rendell et al. 1999, Oswald et al.

2003). More recently, other classification algorithms such as Gaussian mixture models (Roch et

al. 2007), hidden Markov models (Brown and Smaragdis 2009) and random forests (Oswald et

al. 2013) have been used, each with varying degrees of success.

Random forest classifiers have shown promise when used to identify dolphin whistles to

species in the tropical Pacific and northwest Atlantic oceans (Oswald et al. 2013, Oswald 2013).

For example, the Real-time Call Classification Algorithm (ROCCA, a user-friendly software

module in the freely available acoustic analysis software platform, PAMGuard [Gillespie et al.

2008, www.pamguard.org]) uses random forest analysis to classify delphinid species based on

spectrographic measurements extracted from whistle contours. ROCCA currently contains

classifiers for eight species in the tropical Pacific Ocean and five species in the northwest

Atlantic Ocean, with overall correct classification scores of 60% (Oswald et al. 2013) and 86%

(Oswald 2013), respectively. Earlier versions of ROCCA’s tropical Pacific classifier used DFA

and classification tree analysis, but only 46% of schools were correctly classified using those

methods (Oswald et al. 2007). The use of random forest analysis has resulted in significant

increases in classification success (Oswald et al. 2013). In this study, we have developed a

random forest based classifier for northeast Pacific killer whale communities that incorporates

measures from whistles, clicks and pulsed calls.

3. METHODS

3.1 Data Collection

Data were collected during the Pacific Orca Distribution Surveys (PODS) conducted by

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Fisheries Northwest Fisheries

Science Center (NWFSC). These surveys occurred along coastal Oregon, Washington, and

northern California in the winters of 2006-2009, 2012, 2013, and 2015 (Table 1, Figure 1).

During these surveys, a two-element hydrophone array was towed 200–300 m behind a NOAA

research vessel. Table 1 provides information about the hydrophone array used on each survey.

Recordings were made to a computer hard drive using a 96 kHz sample rate during every survey.

This gave an effective analysis bandwidth of 48 kHz. Although various hydrophone

configurations were used in the arrays during different survey years, there were consistently two

mid-frequency (100 Hz – 40 kHz) hydrophones recorded from each survey and these data were

selected for use in this analysis. Visual observers scanned the area with high-powered and hand-

held binoculars and provided information regarding the species, ecotype, community and pod

being recorded acoustically.
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Table 1. PODS Survey and recording information.

Survey Start Date End Date
Hydrophone

Frequency Range

PODS 2006 03/13/2006 03/30/2006 100 Hz – 40 kHz

PODS 2007 05/03/2007 05/15/2007 100 Hz – 40 kHz

PODS 2008 03/17/2008 03/26/2008 100 Hz – 40 kHz

PODS 2009 03/23/2009 04/09/2009 100 Hz – 40 kHz

PODS 2012 02/16/2012 03/05/2012 100 Hz – 40 kHz

PODS 2013 03/02/2013 03/09/2013 1 kHz – 50k Hz

PODS 2015 02/11/2015 03/02/2015 1 kHz – 50k Hz
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Figure 1. Map of the PODS study area. The area surveyed is indicated by red hatch marks.
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3.2 Data Analysis

3.2.1 Vocal behavioral state identification

Based on previous work (ex. Ford 1989, Thomsen et al. 2002, Miller 2006), it was assumed

that different vocal activity levels were associated with different behavioral states, and that

behavioral state could affect characteristics of vocalizations. To ensure that vocalizations from a

range of behavioral states were included in the classifier training dataset, all killer whale acoustic

encounters were divided into 'sub-encounters' based on vocal activity levels. Acoustic activity

levels were assessed and logged using Long-Term Spectral Averages (LTSAs) produced using

Triton software (Wiggins 2007). Sub-encounters were categorized into periods of high, medium,

and low levels of vocal activity. Periods categorized as low vocal activity had less than one

vocalization and/or short click bouts during a ten second period (Figure 2). Periods categorized

as medium vocal activity had between two and three vocalizations and/or short click bouts

during a ten second period (Figure 3). Periods of high vocal activity had almost continuous

vocalizations or echolocation during a ten second period (Figure 4).

Figure 2. Example of period of low vocal activity

Figure 3. Example of period of medium vocal activity
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Figure 4. Example of period of high vocal activity.

3.2.2 Measuring pulsed calls and whistles

Pulsed calls and whistles were extracted and measured from encounters using ROCCA. In

order to ensure that pulsed calls and whistles were measured from all behavioral states, an equal

number of pulsed calls and whistles were randomly selected from each sub-encounter. Whistles

and pulsed calls were traced manually on the ROCCA spectrographic display using a mouse.

ROCCA then automatically extracted time-frequency contours based on the manual traces and

measured 50 variables from each (see Appendix A for a complete list and description of

variables measured). In the case of pulsed calls with multiple frequency bands, the contour with

the highest signal to noise ratio (SNR) was chosen for measurement (Figure 5). Because of the

inherent bias in frequency measurements resulting from this approach, only the pulsed call shape

variables (e.g., number of inflection points, slopes, percent of the contour that was upswept,

downswept and flat) were used for classifier development.

Figure 5. Example of a pulsed call (a), with the highest amplitude time-frequency contour traced and

extracted using ROCCA (b).

a) b)
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3.2.3 Echolocation click measurement

PAMGuard’s automated click detector module was used to detect echolocation clicks, and

newly developed PAMGuard ROCCA tools were used to automatically measure five click

parameters: duration, center frequency, peak frequency, sweep rate, and number of zero

crossings. All clicks with an SNR less than 5 dB or greater than 25 dB were pruned from the

data set in order to remove faint and clipped clicks.

3.2.4 Classification analysis

Random forest classifiers were trained to classify encounters to community (offshore,

transient, northern resident, southern resident). Sample sizes for pulsed calls and whistles were

not large enough to classify to pod level. A random forest is a predictive model containing a

collection of decision trees grown using binary partitioning of the data. Each binary partition of

the data is based on the value of one feature (in this case, a whistle, pulsed call or echolocation

click feature; Breiman 2001). The goal for each binary partition is to divide the data into two

nodes, each as homogeneous as possible (i.e., containing calls from the smallest number of

communities possible). Randomness is introduced into the tree-growing process by examining a

random subsample of all of the features at each node. The feature that produces the most

homogeneous nodes is chosen at each partition. When calls are analyzed using a random forest,

each of the trees in the forest produces a community classification. Classifications are then

tallied over all trees in the forest and the call is classified as the community that received the

highest proportion of classifications. Three different random forests were trained; one that

classified whistles, one that classified pulsed calls and one that classified echolocation clicks.

To create the random forest classifiers, the datasets for each call type were first randomly

sub-sampled so that there were equal sample sizes for each community. This prevented

measurements from any one community from dominating the data and skewing the classification

results. Four-fold cross-validation was used to test the performance of the classifiers. To

accomplish this, each test dataset was randomly divided into four subsets of data. Three quarters

of the data were then used to train the classifier, while the fourth quarter was used to test the

classifier. The datasets were then swapped so that each subset was used for both training and

testing. This procedure was repeated 100 times. Classification success was evaluated by

examining the average percent of encounters that were correctly classified for each community

and comparing that to the classification score that would be expected by chance alone (e.g., 25%

for 4 communities).

In addition to classifying individual calls, acoustic sub-encounters were classified based

on the average proportion of tree classifications for each community, calculated over all of the

calls that were analyzed for that encounter. Each encounter was classified based on whistles,

echolocation clicks and pulsed calls. This information was then combined to produce a final

classification for each sub-encounter. To produce a final classification, the average proportion of

tree classifications for each community was summed over all three call types. The sub-encounter

was then classified as the community that had the largest sum of tree classifications (see Table 2

for an example).
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Table 2. Example of overall classifications for sub-encounters. The average proportion of tree classifications summed over all calls in the sub-
encounter are given for each call type (whistles, echolocation clicks and pulsed calls). These proportions are then summed over all three call
types and given in the ‘summed classifications’ columns. The sub-encounter is classified as the community with the highest sum of tree
classifications. OF = offshore community, TR = transient community, NR = northern resident community, SR = southern resident community.

Sub-
encounter

average proportion of
tree votes whistles

average proportion of
tree votes echolocation

clicks

average proportion of
tree votes pulsed calls Sum

OF
Sum
TR

Sum
NR

Sum
SR

Classified
as

OF TR NR SF OF TR NR SR OF TR NR SR

OF54A 0.90 0.00 0.03 0.08 0.35 0.12 0.19 0.34 0.54 0.11 0.10 0.24 1.79 0.23 0.32 0.66 Offshore

NR31G 0.02 0.00 0.49 0.49 0.16 0.37 0.30 0.17 0.17 0.22 0.26 0.35 0.36 0.60 1.05 1.00 Northern
resident
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4. RESULTS

Whistles, pulsed calls, and echolocation clicks were measured from visually confirmed

encounters of southern resident, northern residents, offshore and transient killer whales (Table

3).

Table 3: Number of encounters (with the number of sub-encounters in parentheses) and number of

individual calls measured for whistles, pulsed calls (PC) and echolocation clicks. Number of
echolocation clicks refers to the number of clicks after low and high SNR clicks were pruned from the
dataset.

4.1 Pulsed Calls

Eight variables were examined for pulsed calls: mean slope, mean positive slope, mean

negative slope, number of inflection points, duration, and percent of the contour that was

upswept, downswept and flat (Figure 6). Non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis and post-hoc Dunn's

tests showed significant differences in variables among all communities (Table 4). Pulsed calls

produced by offshore killer whales showed the greatest number of significant differences when

compared to all other communities.

Community

Number of

Whistle

Encounters

Measured

Total

Number of

Whistles

Measured

Number of

PC

Encounters

Measured

Total

Number of

PC

Measured

Number of

Click

Encounters

Measured

Total

Number of

Clicks

Measured

Southern Resident 10 (45) 150 20 (81) 150 26 (91) 22483

Northern Resident 4 (17) 150 4 (20) 166 4 (18) 5080

Offshore 1 (4) 148 1 (4) 132 1 (5) 9729

Transient 2 (5) 44 2 (5) 101 2 (7) 254

Total 17 (71) 492 27 (110) 549 33 (121) 37546
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Figure 6. Box plots displaying the median, first and third quartiles for each pulsed call parameter with

community along the x-axis and each parameter value along the y-axis (NRKW = northern resident
killer whales, SRKW = southern resident killer whale). Sample sizes are 132, 101, 166 and 150 pulsed
calls for offshore, transient, NRKW and SRKW, respectively.
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Table 4. Matrix displaying pulsed call parameters that were significantly different when compared

between communities (Kruskal-Wallis and Dunn’s tests with Bonferroni adjustment, α<0.05) (NRKW = 
northern resident killer whales, SRKW = southern resident killer whale)

Offshore Transient NRKW

Transient

Duration

Mean Slope

Mean Positive Slope

Percent Flat

Percent Up

Percent Down

NRKW

Mean Slope Duration

Mean Positive Slope Inflection Points

Percent Flat Percent Flat

Percent Up Percent Up

Percent Down

Inflection Points

SRKW

Duration Mean Slope Duration

Mean Slope Mean Positive Slope Mean Slope

Mean Positive Slope Percent Down Percent Flat

Inflection Points Inflection Points Percent Up

Percent Flat Percent Down

Percent Up

Percent Down

4.2 Whistles

Nine whistle variables were statistically compared among communities: beginning

frequency, end frequency, maximum frequency, minimum frequency, mean frequency, duration,

mean slope, mean positive slope and mean negative slope (Figures 7 and 8). Non-parametric

Kruskal-Wallis and post-hoc Dunn's tests showed significant differences in whistle variables

among all communities (Table 5). The whistles produced by offshore and transient killer whales

showed the greatest number of significant differences when compared to all other communities.
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Figure 7. Box plots displaying the median, first and third quartiles for the whistle frequency

parameters with community along the x-axis and parameters along the y-axis (NRKW = northern
resident killer whales, SRKW = southern resident killer whale). Sample sizes are 148, 44, 150 and 150
whistles for offshore, transient, NRKW and SRKW, respectively.
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Figure 8. Box plots displaying the median, first and third quartiles for the whistle slope parameters

with community along the x-axis and parameters along the y-axis (NRKW = northern resident killer
whales, SRKW = southern resident killer whale). Sample sizes are 148, 44, 150 and 150 whistles for
offshore, transient, NRKW and SRKW, respectively.

Table 5. Matrix displaying whistle parameters that were significantly different between communities

(Kruskal-Wallis and Dunn’s tests with Bonferroni adjustment, α<0.05) (NRKW = northern resident 
killer whales, SRKW = southern resident killer whale).

Offshore Transient NRKW

Transient

Mean Frequency

Mean Slope

Mean Positive Slope

Mean Negative Slope

Beginning Frequency

Ending Frequency

Maximum Frequency

Minimum Frequency

NRKW

All Parameters Significant Mean Frequency

Mean Positive Slope

Maximum Frequency

Duration

SRKW

All Parameters Significant Mean Frequency Mean Slope

Ending Frequency

Maximum Frequency

Duration
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4.3 Echolocation Clicks

Five echolocation click variables were examined and statistically compared: duration,

center frequency, peak frequency, sweep rate, and number of zero crossings (Figure 9).

Kruskal-Wallis and post-hoc Dunn's tests showed significant differences for variables among all

communities (Table 6). Significant differences were identified for almost every variable in all

pairwise comparisons except for transients versus northern residents. No variables were found to

be significantly different when those two communities were compared.

Figure 9. Box plots displaying the median, first and third quartiles for each echolocation click

parameter with community along the x-axis and parameters along the y-axis (NRKW = northern
resident killer whales, SRKW = southern resident killer whale). Sample sizes are 9729, 254, 5808 and
22483 echolocation clicks for offshore, transient, NRKW and SRKW, respectively.
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Table 6. Matrix displaying echolocation click parameters that were significantly different between

communities (Kruskal-Wallis and Dunn’s tests with Bonferroni adjustments, α<0.05) (NRKW = 
northern resident killer whales, SRKW = southern resident killer whale).

Offshore Transient NRKW

Transient
All Parameters

Significant

NRKW

Duration

No Parameters Significant
Center Frequency

Peak Frequency

Zero Crossing

SRKW

Duration

All Parameters Significant
All Parameters

Significant

Peak Frequency

Center Frequency

Zero Crossings

4.4 Classification Results

The whistle classifier had an overall correct classification score of 70.4% for individual

whistles and 70.6% for sub-encounters. Correct classification scores were significantly greater

than the 33.3% expected by chance alone (Fisher’s exact test, α = 0.05) for both individual 

whistles and sub-encounters for all communities, with the exception of northern resident sub-

encounters (Table 7). Transient killer whales were not included in the whistle classifier because

the sample size of whistles for this community was not large enough to adequately train and test

a classifier. Overall, 49.0% of individual pulsed calls were classified to the correct community

and 58.1% of sub-encounters were correctly classified by the pulsed call classifier. For

individual pulsed calls, correct classification scores were significantly greater than the 25%

expected by chance (Fisher’s exact test, α = 0.05) for every community except transient killer 

whales. For sub-encounters, correct classification scores were significantly greater than chance

(Fisher’s exact test, α = 0.05) for northern resident and southern resident communities.  Offshore 

and transient sub-encounter correct classification scores were not significantly greater than

chance (Fisher’s exact test, α = 0.05), likely due to small sample sizes (Table 8). For the

echolocation click classifier, 41.8% of individual echolocation clicks were correctly classified

and 55.0% of sub-encounters were correctly classified overall. For individual echolocation

clicks, correct classification scores were significantly greater than the 25% expected by chance

alone (Fisher’s exact test, α = 0.05) for every community except for southern resident killer 

whales. For sub-encounters, only northern resident killer whales had a correct classification

score that was significantly greater than expected by chance (Fisher’s exact test, α = 0.05).  

Offshore and transient correct classification scores were likely not significantly greater than

chance (Fisher’s exact test, α = 0.05) due to small sample sizes (Table 9).
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When the random forest votes for each signal type were summed to produce a final classification

for each sub-encounter, the resultant correct classification score was 80.0%. Correct

classification scores were significantly greater than expected by chance (Fisher’s exact test, α = 

0.05) for every community except transient killer whales (likely due to small sample size, Table

10).

Table 7. Confusion matrices for (A) individual whistles and (B) whistle sub-encounters. Percent of
whistles or sub-encounters correctly classified for each community is in bold, with standard deviations
in parentheses.  Correct classification scores that are significantly greater (Fisher’s exact test, α = 0.05) 
than the 33.3% expected by chance are denoted with an asterisk.

A.

Classified as

Actual
community

Offshore
Northern
resident

Southern
resident

n

Offshore
98.0*
(0.0)

1.0
(0.1)

1.0
(0.1)

148

Northern
resident

0.5
(0.5)

49.8*
(3.5)

49.9
(3.6)

148

Southern
resident

1.4
(0.9)

35.3
(2.9)

63.4*
(3.0)

148

B.

Classified as

Actual
community

Offshore
Northern
resident

Southern
resident

n

Offshore
98.0 *
(0.0)

1.0
(0.1)

1.0
(0.1)

88

Northern
resident

1.3
(1.4)

49.9
(8.4)

48.9
(8.5)

40

Southern
resident

4.3
(2.2)

32.0
(5.6)

64.0 *
(5.6)

36
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Table 8. Confusion matrices for (A) individual pulsed calls and (B) pulsed call sub-encounters. Percent
of pulse calls or sub-encounters correctly classified for each community is in bold, with standard
deviations in parentheses. Correct classification scores that are significantly greater (Fisher’s exact
test, α = 0.05) than the 25% expected by chance are denoted with an asterisk.   

A.

Classified as

Actual
community

Offshore Transient
Northern
resident

Southern
resident

n

Offshore
64.9*
(3.6)

9.6
(2.4)

7.9
(2.4)

17.6
(3.6)

101

Transient
10.2
(1.8)

34.8
(3.3)

26.0
(4.0)

30.0
(4.3)

101

northern
resident

8.1
(2.4)

19.6
(3.9)

49.1*
(4.2)

23.8
(4.4)

101

Southern
resident

15.8
(2.5)

21.9
(3.4)

15.7
(3.3)

47.3*
(4.3)

101

B.

Classified as

Actual
community

Offshore Transient
Northern
resident

Southern
resident

n

Offshore
74.0
(4.9)

7.0
(11.3)

11.5
(12.5)

7.5
(12.1)

4

Transient
0.0

(0.0)
45.2

(14.7)
25.0

(13.1)
29.8

(14.4)
5

northern
resident

3.0
(3.5)

15.3
(7.2)

64.7*
(8.3)

17.0
(6.7)

20

Southern
resident

16.7
(3.1)

18.3
(3.9)

16.7
(4.0)

48.4*
(5.5)

60
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Table 9. Confusion matrices for (A) individual echolocation clicks and (B) echolocation click sub-

encounters. Percent of echolocation clicks or sub-encounters correctly classified for each community
is in bold, with standard deviations in parentheses. Correct classification scores that are significantly
greater (Fisher’s exact test, α = 0.05) than the 25% expected by chance are denoted with an asterisk.   

A.

Classified as

Actual
community

Offshore Transient
Northern
resident

Southern
resident

n

Offshore
41.5*
(6.9)

9.3
(2.0)

11.9
(3.3)

37.2
(7.0)

254

Transient
6.7

(1.6)
44.7*
(3.0)

41.1
(3.3)

7.5
(1.8)

254

northern
resident

6.5
(1.7)

28.6
(3.0)

52.7*
(3.8)

12.5
(2.7)

254

Southern
resident

33.7
(5.0)

10.9
(2.2)

26.8
(3.4)

28.5
(5.1)

254

B.

Classified as

Actual
community

Offshore Transient
Northern
resident

Southern
resident

n

Offshore
68.4

(20.8)
4.0

(9.2)
2.5

(7.9)
25.2

(19.3)
5

Transient
13.1
(5.9)

52.4
(14.2)

32.5
(12.5)

2.0
(5.3)

7

northern
resident

9.6
(5.9)

21.3
(9.5)

65.4*
(10.5)

3.7
(5.0)

14

Southern
resident

21.9
(5.4)

8.4
(5.4)

35.7
(8.1)

33.9
(10.8)

31
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Table 10. Confusion matrix for final sub-encounter classification based on results of the whistle,

pulsed call and echolocation click classifiers. Percent of sub-encounters correctly classified for each
community is in bold.  Correct classification scores that are significantly greater (Fisher’s exact test, α 
= 0.05) than the 25% expected by chance are denoted with an asterisk.

Classified as

Actual
community

Offshore Transient
Northern
resident

Southern
resident

n

Offshore 100* 0 0 0 5

Transient 0 71.4 28.6 0 7

northern
resident

0 0 87.5* 12.5 24

Southern
resident

12.2 2 22.4 63.3* 147

5. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

All three sound-types examined in this study varied among communities. Offshore killer

whales produced the most distinctive sounds; almost every measured variable for every sound-

type was significantly different when offshore killer whales were compared to every other

community. This is perhaps not surprising, given that offshore killer whales differ genetically

(reproductively isolated) and morphologically (e.g., smaller, fin structure more rounded, less

sexual dimorphism) from resident and transient ecotypes , and also have a larger but overlapping

geographic range and more diverse diet than residents and transients (Barret-Leonard and Heise

2006).

Very few pairwise comparisons were not significant for any sound-type, with the

exception of northern resident versus southern resident whistles and northern resident versus

transient echolocation clicks. These results suggest that northern resident killer whales produce

whistles that are similar to those produced by southern resident killer whales, and echolocation

clicks that are similar to those produced by transient killer whales.

Due to the large number of significant differences in measured variables, classifiers

trained using a single sound-type (whistles, pulsed calls or echolocation clicks) performed

relatively well at classifying killer whales for most communities. Not surprisingly, offshore

killer whales had the highest correct classification scores for all three classifiers. The whistle

classifier produced the highest correct classification scores for offshore and southern resident

communities, but did not include transient killer whales because the sample size for whistles was

too low for this community. Transient killer whales have been reported to produce very few

whistles during most behavior states (Riesch and Deecke 2011) and so a lack of whistling may
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be a distinguishing characteristic for this community. However, given a sufficient sample size, it

would be valuable to include transient killer whale whistles in the classifier. When they do

whistle, the whistles produced by this community have been found to be significantly lower in

frequency and shorter in duration than whistles produced by northern and southern resident killer

whales (Riesch and Deecke 2011). Even with a limited sample size, similar trends were

observed in the data analyzed for this study. Differences found by Riesch and Deecke (2011)

suggest that the addition of transient killer whale whistles to our classifier would produce a more

complete and accurate classification algorithm.

Almost all correct classification scores were significantly greater than chance for

individual sounds. The only exceptions were southern resident echolocation clicks and transient

pulsed calls. It was difficult to extract time-frequency information from pulsed calls due the

presence of side-bands and harmonics and the fact that the fundamental frequency contour was

often difficult to identify. Given this, we chose to extract measurements from only the loudest

contour. Which contour is the loudest in a given pulsed call may be influenced by sound

propagation through the water column, distance and orientation of the killer whale relative to the

hydrophone, and other factors such as behavior state. In addition, the choice of the loudest

contour was subjective. Because of these factors, we did not include frequency variables in the

classification analysis. Adding frequency information may improve classifier performance and

future work should consider this and explore approaches that could incorporate frequency

information.

While the three independent classifiers resulted in relatively high correct classification

scores, the goal of this study was to produce correct classification scores that are as close to

100% as possible. Correct classification scores were improved by basing classification decisions

on all three sound-types rather than on only one sound-type. Small sub-encounter sample sizes

for offshore and transient communities make it difficult to evaluate the results, however they are

promising, with 100% of offshore sub-encounters correctly classified. Future work should

include larger sample sizes for all communities to allow for more robust testing and training of

the classifiers.

Many of the encounters included in this analysis spanned hours of time and likely

included several different behavior states. The relative use of different sound-types by resident

killer whales has been found to vary with behavior state (Ford 1989, Thomsen et al. 2002, Miller

2006). In order to ensure that as much variability as possible was captured in whistle, pulsed call

and echolocation click characteristics, we divided encounters into sub-encounters based on vocal

activity levels. Visual data related to behavior state was not available for this analysis and so

these divisions may not accurately reflect changes in behavior state. In addition, because

encounters were generally divided into several sub-encounters that included the same individual

killer whales, these sub-encounters were not truly independent units. This may have artificially

inflated the correct classification results reported here. Future work should include the analysis

of recordings that also include information about behavior state from visual observations.
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Future work should also include the analysis of additional recordings for all communities.

Large volumes of archival data exist for all of the resident killer whale pods, as well as offshore

and transient killer whales. Analysis of larger sample sizes would allow for more robust testing

and training of the classifiers, as well as exploration of the potential for applying these methods

to classifying acoustic encounters to pod level. Pod level classification was not possible during

this study due to small sample sizes. With larger training and testing datasets, this tool could be

made more broadly applicable and implemented into freely available acoustic data processing

software such as PAMGuard for real-time and post-processing analysis.

The classifier developed here represents the first killer whale classifier that uses a

combination of information from echolocation clicks, whistles and pulsed calls to identify groups

of northeastern Pacific killer whales to the community level. This work provides a significant

contribution to the study of killer whales and has important conservation applications. It will

allow acoustic data to be analyzed in a more efficient and timely manner, providing important

data that can be used to explore questions related to the occurrence, distribution and behavior of

killer whales in the northeast Pacific Ocean.
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APPENDIX A:

VARIABLES MEASURED BY ROCCA.
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Appendix A

Variables measured by ROCCA

Variable Explanation

Begsweep slope of the beginning sweep (1 = positive, -1 = negative, 0 = zero)

Begup binary variable: 1 = beginning slope is positive, 0 = beginning slope is negative

Begdwn binary variable: 1 = beginning slope is negative, 0 = beginning slope is positive

Endsweep slope of the end sweep (1 = positive, -1 = negative, = 0 zero)

Endup binary variable: 1 = ending slope is positive, 0 = ending slope is negative

Enddwn binary variable: 1 = ending slope is negative, 0 = ending slope is positive

Beg beginning frequency (Hertz [Hz])

End ending frequency (Hz)

Min minimum frequency (Hz)

Dur duration (seconds)

Range maximum frequency - minimum frequency (Hz)

Max maximum frequency (Hz)

mean freq mean frequency (Hz)

median freq median frequency (Hz)

std freq standard deviation of the frequency (Hz)

Spread difference between the 75th and the 25th percentiles of the frequency

quart freq frequency at one-quarter of the duration (Hz)

half freq frequency at one-half of the duration (Hz)

Threequart frequency at three-quarters of the duration (Hz)

Centerfreq (minimum frequency + (maximum frequency-minimum frequency))/2

rel bw relative bandwidth: (maximum frequency - minimum frequency)/center frequency

Maxmin maximum frequency/minimum frequency

Begend beginning frequency/end frequency

Cofm
coefficient of frequency modulation (COFM): take 20 frequency measurements equally
spaced in time, then subtract each frequency value from the one before it. COFM is the
sum of the absolute values of these differences, all divided by 10,000

tot step
number of steps (10 percent or greater increase or decrease in frequency over two
contour points)

tot inflect
number of inflection points (changes from positive to negative or negative to positive
slope)

max delta maximum time between inflection points

min delta minimum time between inflection points

maxmin delta maximum delta/minimum delta

mean delta mean time between inflection points
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Variable Explanation

std delta standard deviation of the time between inflection points

median delta median of the time between inflection points

mean slope overall mean slope

mean pos slope mean positive slope

mean neg slope mean negative slope

mean absslope mean absolute value of the slope

Posneg mean positive slope/mean negative slope

perc up percent of the whistle that has a positive slope

perc dwn percent of the whistle that has a negative slope

perc flt percent of the whistle that has zero slope

up dwn number of inflection points that go from positive slope to negative slope

dwn up number of inflection points that go from negative slope to positive slope

up flt number of times the slope changes from positive to zero

dwn flt number of times the slope changes from negative to zero

flt dwn number of times the slope changes from zero to negative

flt up number of times the slope changes from zero to positive

step up number of steps that have increasing frequency

step dwn number of steps that have decreasing frequency

step.dur number of steps/duration

inflect.dur number of inflection points/duration


